
The Potato Experience  
 
 
 
It started just like any other day. Filed with humiliation and embarrassment. Morning was just 
like always; Mami and Esmeralda arguing and shooting across the house, a cold shower, a 
struggle to find what to wear and/or what even still fits. Life's difficult sometimes, especially 
for people such as our protagonist for the day, but it simply can't be helped…  
The only difference with this quite fateful morning was what didn't happen rather than what 
did. During the Rodriguez civil war, some conflicts would end physically rather than verbally. 
For the third time time this week, Mami forced her anger in the form of a punch which pushed 
Esmeralda into an expecting victim, who lacking the athletic ability to dodge the heavy 18 year 
old sibling or even stand his ground, deciding to just wait and take the hit. Who knows, maybe 
he'd have an excuse to avoid the hell hole they call school, but of course Mami… but fortunately 
yet unfortunately for this young boy, this was like no other morning. He waited, expecting the 
impact to knock him off his feet and hopefully take him out of the misery of this world. Eyes 
closed, fist clenched, he waited. 10 seconds passed and he still waited. A single eye opened to 
reveal Lola on the floor with all eyes facing him, for once, so out of embarrassment he quickly 
left the scenario, unaware of the warning that scene posed to him and his inevitably future, the 
day everything changed for Potat Oscar. Rodriguez. 
 
 Being a negro wasn't easy in 1980s New York. Especially when your name was basically 
Potato. The odd name is testament to the foolish and comedic recipe which made up his father. 
Although he's gone now, he sure left his mark on the world through his legacy. The love he felt 
for his extremely talented child was clear to all, it's for that same reason that he is no more in 
this earth. From a young age Esmeralda was showing signs of becoming a national level athlete. 
Always running and beating people even 2 years her elder from the ripe age of 6, the talent 
potential was clear to everyone, even the late Mr Rodriguez, who last saw her fast little legs 
taking off before he was shot protecting her from predators right before they left Equatorial 
Guinea and her mother wasted a fortune to his protect his legacy and provide opportunities in 
America for her problematic teenager. And then there was Potat Oscar Rodriguez. Literally 
named after seeming to look like a potato by his own father despite being black. He was a 
different child as most would put it. Neither athletic nor gifted. Just there. Average at 
everything. Never the best but not always the worst. Just different. Didn't show any interest in 
anything, not even women. “Whatever happens, happens” he would always say before 
anything, happened, particularly the more tragic events. Whatever happens, happens. 
 
He left his house in a hurry and a daze, prepared for whatever brutality was soon to be stirred 
up for him at school. What happens, happens he again reassured himself, attempting reason to 
want to avoid school. He walked on, witnessing the school bus fly by on its way to rescue the 
rebellious juveniles from the confines ok for their own homes. Potat always walked to school 
early, just to avoid those of which would unnecessarily make hard that little bit harder. He felt 
his face expecting to meet the cold embrace of his glasses hugging his face, but seemed to have 
forgotten them. “Spectacular”, Potat thought to himself, realising he didn't even need them 
today. As useless as he was deemed to be his puns never ceased to amuse, being probably all he 
inherited from his father. Onwards he went towards school, for an hour he waited, avoiding 



any possible danger while being avoided himself when he was approached. Now this was a first. 
No one could face the embarrassment of seeming friendly with Potat, but he detected she must 
be a new student, considering her lack of knowledge and willingness to speak to Potat. 
Samantha she said her name was. Velvet black skin with silky smooth hair which never failed to 
shine, as dark as it was. “Are you always by yourself?” Dazzled by the sudden interrogation by 
such a beautiful human being honestly shocked Potat to the point of hesitantly answering with 
“Not yesterday without myself”. His lack of grammar seemed to have left a visibly positive 
response on Samantha's face as she smiled herself away, seemingly satisfied with his answer.  
 
First lesson. Physical Education. Little did he know, this dodgeball lesson would be the start of a 
very remarkable story in the life of Potat O. Rodriguez. As he quickly changed into his kit to 
prepare for his physical torment of a lesson to come, he started to realise the eyes turning his 
way. Potat was a simple person. All he wanted to do was to just slip in and slip out, never to be 
the centre of attention nor the one to be looked at, simply a bystander filling up the 
background, but as I've said plenty of times before this was no ordinary day. He quickly got to 
the sports court and got ready for total annihilation like always and quickly whispered to 
himself, whatever happens, happens, but today was different. 
On the other side of the court, was Brent, your typical Caucasian rich alpha male who seemed 
to be eyeing Potat a lot today. Little did Potat know, this was all because of that little question 
and answer moment he shared with Samantha, the girl who had managed to steal most of the 
boys hearts within three months she attended school. 
And as the dodgeball game began, so does the beginning of something remarkable in Potats 
life. 
 
Balls were coming in left right and centre, but Potat as unmotivated as usual decided to wait 
although something wasn't right. Naturally I'm not a very athletic person so I was out in almost 
no time at all, but it gave me the chance to see something incredible. Potat did nothing like 
usual to begin the game. Well to be fair he did all he could considering his athletic prowess but 
there was this one moment during the game, when everything changed. No one knew what 
happened at the time, but Mr Smith, I was lucky to have been involved in Potats story to have 
find this out later on. Brent was obviously one of the last survivors on his side and found 
himself with a few balls at one time. One could say it was coincidental considering the pinpoint 
accuracy but 3 balls were launched directly towards an unsuspecting Potat on the other side. 
One aimed for his left leg, another for his right shoulder and the last was due to pummel 
straight into his face and top speed. Like I keep on saying Mr Smith, today was different. It was 
like something took over him, his entire body just shook then he partook of s singular motion 
and managed to dodge all 3 in one fell swoop, catching the one for his face in the process 
before landing taking 2 opponents leaving Brent all alone. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Commentary: 
 

 

 

In my story called, “The Potato experience”, We follow a 16 year old protagonist who after his 
Dad's fateful death moved to New York at the age of 11 along with his elder sister Esmeralda 
and his mother. Both prior to and after he moved, he was living a life full of tragedy and 
misfortune, but his life is changed after the ghost of his father returns to help him out in life, 
following the genre of magical realism.  
 
Taking inspiration from ‘The Brief Wondrous Life of Oscar Wao.’ The book is based on a young 
somewhat pathetic boy from a spanish colonised country who hardly remembers his own 
father who died while he was of only 4 years of age. Similar to in Oscar Wait, the protagonist 
has an elder sister with a strong sense for athletics who has an unsettling relationship with her 
native mother of whom both fight a war, almost symbolising modern Vs traditional. Later on in 
the story, it was due for both the mother and sister to take sides throughout the story as a 
conscience by helping to guide both Potat and his father's ghost through some rather difficult 
situations and predicaments, almost like the stereotypical cultism image of an angel and a devil 
sitting on the shoulder of usually the main character, whispering them ideas on what to do 
next. The main role of the sister was to provide an example for the potential Potat held but 
never chose to acknowledge as both a strong character and as a talented person. However it's 
because of the regret the father left in leaving early did he feel responsible for Potat’s lack of 
motivation and resemblance to a failure did he return as a spirit. 
 
The story is also heavily influenced by the story of Ameliè as it gave me the idea of slightly 
changing the original story to be within the genre of magical realism. However, I wanted the 
young protagonist to abuse the power given to him later on in the story to create some 
contrast between how the use of magic and unrealistic means in Ameliè can differ in the end 
run. The plan for ‘The Potato Experience’ consisted of Potats life to be completely turned 
around by the temporary help of his father who felt guilty for Potat's humility, but eventually 
Potat decides to abuse this new help and eventually creates an even worse predicament for 
himself, and eventually dying in the end after feeling guilty and realising his own actions. The 
use of magical realism creates an almost lightweight effect when compared to the tragedy 
Potat is forced to face in his life on a daily basis. The end of the story morally shows that when 
their father referred to his legacy, he didn't mean his daughter and her execptional talent, but 
actually the potential and capability he left with and entrusted his son with. 
 
The narrative perspective of the story is 3rd person, although it is being told from the view of 
Samantha who becomes Potats love interest and is currently telling the story of how he sadly 
passed away to Mr Smith who is a police inspector analysing the story and the lead to his death 
as she is held as a suspect for being at the murder scene when unknowingly to everyone, the 
ghost murdered his own son which only became apparent when Samantha tells the story to the 
police inspector who began to suspect her more. This alternate point of view creates suspense 
for the reader and they are not sure what is actually true and what Samantha was trying to hide 



from the Police Inspector, or if the entire story itself is true at all. The name ‘The Potato 
Experience’ is derived from his name which had to be something quite humiliating to fit such a 
character. It also comes from the fact that potatoes have ‘eyes’ and how Potat had his dad 
watching over him. 
 
Despite all I've done for the story so far, I think that for the introduction, I could have built up 
the story even more and looked more into the character of Potat allowing the reader to fully 
grasp and realise him as a person and possibly connect with him more, like in a bildungsroman, 
but however, for the extract above, I chose to speed up the story a bit more to include as much 
as possible for the reader of the extract to help them grasp the concept of the story as much as 
possible. I think the strengths within my story include the proportion of reality when compared 
to the contrast with magical realism fraying a more realistic story with small elements of magic 
and unrealistic plot twists but the weakness is that it's not exactly structured as a 
bildungsroman it could become something that the reader could connect with and feel more 
and could perhaps be impacted more by the story and the plot twist towards the end.  


